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ABSTRACT
These days most of the web applications are using ORM framework
for persistent data storage in databases. ORM framework hides
how the queries are fired and executed, so making things a little
complicated. In this paper the authors tried to find solutions to the
various issues faced during working with the projects using large
persistent data and build upon ORM framework. The authors considered 12 representative ORM applications, 9 ORM performance
anti-patterns found by studying the bugs listed for them and with
the help of profiling the updated versions of the applications. The
authors also manually fix 64 performance issues and obtained speed
ups by changing only few lines of code. It is also mentioned that the
authors achieved 2 to 39 times speed up, by just changing a few lines
of code. Thus, in order to replicate the paper, we have evaluated
three projects based on the Laravel [13] framework: Monica [16],
Cachet [4] and Attendize [3]. We have profiled these projects with
the help of the DebugBar package [8] and the Telescope package
[22]. We went through their bug tracking system to get an idea
about how they are working, performing and can be scaled. We have
followed the steps taken by the authors. We fixed performances
issues and API misuses by removing duplicate queries, solving the
N+1 problem, fixing the lack of pagination and database issues to
achieve speed-ups and performance improvements, measured the
efficiency of the fixes with jMeter and sent pull requests to the
applications’ repositories.
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INTRODUCTION

ORM frameworks are gaining popularity and have implementations
in mostly all common general-purpose languages. But they also
have some concerns about the performance and scalability. One of
the concerns is that since ORM frameworks hide the query generation and execution details, it becomes difficult to optimize the
interaction between the applications and the underlying database.
Even executing queries efficiently is a concern. And the main worry
is regarding testing since in-house testing is usually done with a
small amount of data compared to the data the projects usually

encounter when they are actually deployed. Moreover, the performance problems faced on the client side have been studied well but
the server side concerns were not. In this project we will be using
the methodology of the authors of the original paper. The authors
targeted three main questions about ORM applications:
(1) How well the real world back-end applications perform when
the amount of data increases?
(2) What are the common root causes of performance and scalability issues in such applications?
(3) What could be the potential solutions of such problems?
Thus, we will be taking into account these questions. The authors
did two-pronged empirical study on the 12 Rails applications that
can be categorized into 6 categories. They examined 140 fixed performance issues with the help of bug-tracking systems of these
12 applications. They also performed profiling and code review of
these applications. They found solutions and fixes for the research
questions to gain performance and speed ups. In this report, we
replicate the same study for three Laravel applications: Monica,
Cachet and Attendize. We improve the performance of these applications, measure the results and identify bug patterns such as
duplicate queries, the N+1 problem, the lack of pagination and
database issues.
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MOTIVATIONS

Studies have shown that nearly half of the users expect a website
to load in less than 2 seconds and will abandon a website if it is not
loaded within 3 seconds [12]. A big part of the time spent by a server
to load a web page depends on the time used to extract data from
the database. Nowadays, more and more developers in the industry
use ORM frameworks to not having to deal with the SQL queries.
Moreover, there are very few papers studying this subject, therefore
our study presents a real interest. In our paper we decided to focus
on a widely used technology in the world today: PHP. By studying
performance issues with a PHP ORM framework, we potentially hit
79.0% of all the websites whose server-side programming language
we know [24]. Furthermore, in addition to being designed to allow
developers to learn about the differences in performance between
ORM frameworks and SQL queries, our paper also wants to provide
them solutions in order to fix the performance issues.

Figure 1: Screenshot of the DebugBar
Project
Stars Contributors Commits Issues Pull Requests
Monica
6,247 140
1,205
334
21
Cachet
8,976 152
6,430
139
41
Attendize 2,231 49
810
107
9
Table 1: Statistics for the three projects as of December, 7th 2018
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TECHNIQUES USED

(3) The != operator is not standard. Use the <> operator to test
for inequality instead.
(4) The SELECT statement has no WHERE clause and could
examine many more rows than intended.
(5) LIMIT without ORDER BY causes non-deterministic results,
depending on the query execution plan.
(6) An argument has a leading wildcard character: ... The predicate with this argument is not sargable and cannot use an
index if one exists.
(7) Duplicated statements (e.g. 9 statements were executed, 2 of
which were duplicated, 7 unique).

We have selected three popular open sources projects that use the
Laravel framework and its ORM Eloquent. Our criteria for selection
were:
(1) Popularity: the software had to have a large the number of
stars in GitHub.
(2) Maintenance: the software had to be actively maintained.
(3) Maturity: the software had to be over a year old.
(4) Eloquent: the software had to use Eloquent so that we could
identify eventual ORM misuses.
Based on those criteria, we have selected the following packages:

We also used the Telescope package [22] to achieve the same purpose. A screenshot of the Telescope package is shown in Figure 2.
The two packages complete each other; the DebugBar is attached to
every page allowing the developer to see the relevant information
once for every page whereas Telescope lives in its own folder but
logs all the queries and requests for later. Finally, we used jMeter
[2] to measure the loading time of the pages before and after a fix.

(1) Monica: an open source personal CRM, that remembers everything about one’s friends and family. It helps one to organize the social interactions with their loved ones [16]
(2) Cachet: an open source status page system. It is used by
companies all over the world to communicate downtime and
system outages to their customers, teams and shareholders
[4]
(3) Attendize: an open-source ticket selling and event management platform. It has a wide array of features aimed at making organizing events as effortless as possible [3].
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SEEDING THE DATABASE

Database seeding is the process done initially that consists of seeding of a database with data [6]. When seeding a database, an initial
set of data is provided to a database during or after the installation
of a software. Dummy data is used to fill the database with fake
but valid data. This is useful to evaluate the behavior of an application like in real life, where the number of entries in the database
will grow over time. Laravel explicitly supports database seeding
[7]. Thus, instead of using "real world data" in a way that is not
described in the original paper, we chose to use seeders for our
three applications. The availability of those seeders was variable
depending on the application.

Table 1 shows the statistics for each project as of December, 7th
2018. We seeded the databases with 200 records, 2,000 records and
20,000 records like in the original paper to see the impact in terms
of performance of a growing database. To do so, we used database
seeders. The DebugBar [8] is used. This is a package for Laravel [13],
available on Composer [9], the PHP package manager. A screenshot
of the DebugBar is shown in figure 1. We will evaluate the queries
shown in the Queries tab of the bar to see the queries run on each
page of the application. It is capable of detecting seven performance
bug patterns for the queries:

4.1

(1) Use SELECT * only if you need all columns from table.
(2) ORDER BY RAND() is slow, try to avoid if you can.

Monica

In Monica, there was a seeder available, FakeContentTableSeeder.
While it was useful, we soon discovered that it would only run with
2

Figure 2: Screenshot of Laravel Telescope
an empty database, that is, right after the installation of the software.
By default, it would create a random number of contacts between
60 and 100. This is not enough as we wanted to generate 200, 2,000
and 20,000 contacts. Also, the generation of those mock contacts
relied on the RandomUser website [18], whose API is limited to
returning 5,000 fake people at once [19]. Therefore, we needed to
run the seeder four times, generating 5,000 contacts each time. We
fixed the seeder and sent a pull request to the Monica repository
[28], that has been merged in the main repository . The seeder
could not be run more than once because it was first creating a new
account, adding the contacts, then creating a second account. When
relaunching the seeder, it would randomly get a model instance,
that could belong to account number 2 whereas the seeder was
run as account number 1. Thus, the seeder was trying to access a
resource with the wrong user identifier.

4.2

Figure 3: Screenshot of the Cachet seeders old code

Figure 4: Screenshot of the Cachet seeders updated code
• /organiser/1/dashboard
• /organiser/1/events
• /event/2/dashboard
• /event/2/tickets
• /event/2/attendees
Based on our analysis, two of the most frequently queried tables
are organizers and events, which considering the purpose of the
application as an event organizer, is not surprising. Below is a list
of the most tables we selected to seed based on the frequency of
their usage in the application.
• users
• organizers
• events
• accounts
• tickets
• orders
• orderItems
• attendees
Since there were no seeders available for the purpose of our tests
in the project, we had to prepare them from scratch. We preserved
the same pattern we used for other applications for the seeders of

Cachet

For Cachet, the seeder available [5] was not capable of generating the required number of data objects that we needed for this
project (200, 2,000 and 20,000) and various tables in the database
had primary key constraints associated with them. Inserting random data or dummy data into the database was violating these
constraints. Therefore, to insert the required data into the database
of Cachet, we went through the code of the seeder to make the
necessary changes. While reviewing the code of the demo seeder
provided, we found out that if we alter the given loop statements
and make them iterate for the required number of times (200, 2,000
and 20,000), we could generate the data as per our requirements.
And to handle the problem of primary key constraint violation, we
associated the loop variable with the unique fields in the database.

4.3

Attendize

For the Attendize project, after analyzing the database and different
routes of the application using Laravel DebugBar, we identified the
most frequently used database tables in the selected pages. The
analyzed routes are as follows.
3

jMeter. It is also used for the analysis of the performance of web
applications or variety of other services. This means testing the
web application against heavy load (in our case large databases).
There are various advantages of using jMeter like it is open source,
it has a user friendly GUI, it is platform independent, there is a
provision of visualizing the test results, its installation is easy, it is
highly extensible, has good testing capabilities and it offers support
for multi-protocols. In our project, we also had the possibility to
use the Laravel DebugBar and Laravel Telescope to measure performances. However, jMeter has the advantage that it is completely
independent from the project that is running, so it has absolutely
no impact on application’s performance. In contrary, Laravel DebugBar and Laravel Telescope are still Laravel components, so they
still add some additional time costs when running projects, even
though those could be negligible.

Figure 5: Size of the database for each project

this application and populated the database in three phases, first
with 200 records in each table, then 2,000 records and finally 20,000
records.

4.4

5.2

In order to determine the performance issues related to each project,
we reproduced the method used in the paper [31]. So, we went
through each application’s bug-tracking system and we looked for
tickets containing the keywords performance, slow, or optimization.
Then, by analyzing those tickets an by running the application, we
could identify the major problems for each project.

Populating the Database

After seeding the database for each of the three projects, we noticed
a difference while comparing the size of the databases, as shown
in figure 5. Monica has the highest size by far, mostly because
the project was not made to scale with a 20,000 contacts database,
according to one of the main contributors [17]. Therefore, Monica’s
database is not aimed to be scalable, and that is why we found
that there is room for improvement. Moreover, Monica’s database
contains a lot of information related to each contact, such as events,
gifts purchase, etc... On the other side, Attendize and Cachet contain
less data due to the fact that each entry in the database is less
customizable. Overall, we noticed that for the three projects, the
size of the database increases almost linearly with the number of
records. Once the database was filled, we analyzed the performance
of each project.

5

5.2.1 Monica.
Concerning Monica, we obtained a list of 7 tickets. Among them,
two tickets are unresolved and one is irrelevant. However, we could
identify the heaviest web pages in term of loading time. Those
tickets were reporting performance issues related to database overload, mostly concerning 2 pages. The first page was displaying the
contact list, and, we noticed that the problem was coming from
the fast that the page had not pagination. It was loading all the
contacts of the database related to a specific user. So in the case
where this user had 1,000 contacts, the 1,000 contacts were loaded
on one single page.

PERFORMANCE REVIEW
5.2.2 Cachet.
For Cachet, we gathered a list of 14 tickets: 4 of them were irrelevant, and only 1 was unresolved. We could then easily determine 4
pages causing performance issues.

The performance review will be detailed into 3 parts. The first part
is aimed to provide you some insights about the possible analysis
tools, and the one we chose: jMeter. Secondly, we will explain
the methodology we used to find performance issues, with tickets
analysis, for each project. Finally, the third part will be dedicated
to performance analysis for each project, both in terms of time and
number of requests.

5.1

Tickets Selection

5.2.3 Attendize.
Finally, by analyzing Attendize’s bug-tracking reporting system,
we were only able to find 4 tickets using the keywords, and among
them, 2 were unresolved, and 2 were irrelevant. We were able to
identify that the main performance issues were coming from 4 web
pages.

Analysis Tools

To measure the performance of our project, we used the application
jMeter. It is an Apache project open source software that can be
used to measure the performance and test the functional behavior
of variety of services, but the main focus is on the web applications.
It can be used for testing static and dynamic resources, measuring and testing the performance of different types of applications,
servers, and so on. It can also be used for functional testing as well.
The architecture of jMeter is based on plugins. There are 64 plugins
available for jMeter. It is not a browser but looks like it and does not
support all the actions that can be performed a normal browsers.
Extensive documentation is available for the installation and use of

5.3

Performance Analysis

5.3.1 Monica.
Using jMeter, we identified two critical pages that were taking a
long time to load in Monica. Those pages were the following:
(1) Contacts: a page that displays a list of all the contacts present
in the database. However, the issue is that this page has no
pagination whatsoever, so it loads fast with 200 records but
gets slower and slower as the number of records grows.
4

Keyword
performance
performance
slow
slow
optimization
optimization
query

Bug link
Title
https://github.com/monicahq/monica/pull/227
Refactoring PeopleController for better performance and readability
https://github.com/monicahq/monica/pull/388
issues/345 - /people slow with many contacts
https://github.com/monicahq/monica/pull/209
Fixing some relationship inconsistencies and reducing dashboard queries
https://github.com/monicahq/monica/issues/1992 Pagination on the people page (/people)
https://github.com/monicahq/monica/pull/1321
Optimization for getting list of countries
https://github.com/monicahq/monica/issues/204
Database Changes and Optimisation
https://github.com/monicahq/monica/pull/228
Eager Loading People
Table 2: Monica tickets

Keyword
performance
performance
performance
performance
slow
slow
slow
slow
optimization
query
query
query
query
query

Bug link
Title
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/issues/17
Caching
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/pull/382
Enhance settings performance queries
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/pull/2040
Metric repository perf
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/pull/2220
Scheduled maintenance refactor
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/issues/2566 Please optimize front end
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/issues/2617 Metric loading takes long time
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/issues/2001 cachet front page super slow, stalling
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/issues/576
curl_multi_exec - too slow
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/issues/209
Don’t Missuse The Return Annotation
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/issues/3004 Should Component/tag be a ManyToMany relation?
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/pull/2266
Metrics: Calculation set to average always sums
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/issues/1900 Non-optimal app layer iteration in MetricRepository
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/pull/1323
Call first() on the query itself
https://github.com/CachetHQ/Cachet/pull/595
Refactored the way incidents are pulled out of the database on the homepage
Table 3: Cachet tickets

Keyword
performance
slow
query
query

Bug link
Title
https://github.com/Attendize/Attendize/issues/27
Compiling scripts and stylesheets
https://github.com/Attendize/Attendize/issues/1
Image gallery on attendize.com resizing
https://github.com/Attendize/Attendize/issues/70
Unable to fill up database during installation
https://github.com/Attendize/Attendize/issues/407 Error when inviting users to an event (VAT related)
Table 4: Attendize tickets

(2) Dashboard: homepage of Monica once the user is logged in.
It shows the upcoming events for the following three months
(eg: birthdays, custom reminders, etc).
With jMeter, we have run 100 requests on these two pages for the
three databases, before and after the fix. Then, we computed the
loading time of those 100 requests to have a higher precision. Figure
6 shows the average loading time for the two pages. Figure 7 shows
the number of unique and duplicate queries for those two pages
before applying our fixes, that are detailed in section 6. Before our
fix, we could see a high number of duplicated queries, 98% of the
queries being run more than once in the dashboard page and 75% in
the people page. As the database grows, the number of queries rises.
Our fix reduced this to a constant number of 10 duplicated queries
on the dashboard page and 9 duplicated queries on the people page.
Those numbers remain constant as the database grows.

Figure 6: Average loading time in seconds for the two pages
as measured by jMeter for Monica
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Figure 9: Number of unique and duplicate queries in Cachet
depending on the number of records
Figure 7: Number of unique and duplicate queries in Monica
depending on the number of records

the dashboard and the dashboard components since the number of
queries is now fixed and does not depend on the number of records
in the database.

5.3.2 Cachet.
Using jMeter, we identified four critical pages that were taking a
long time to load in Cachet. Those pages were the following:
(1) Index: only page of Cachet that is publicly available. It shows
the status of the systems monitored by Cachet and their
history.
(2) Dashboard: homepage of Cachet once the user is logged in.
It offers an overview of the application to its administrators.
(3) Dashboard Components: this page is used to manage the
components monitored by Cachet.
(4) Dashboard Incidents: handles the incidents of the components.
With jMeter, we have run 100 requests on these four pages for the
three databases, before and after the fix. Then, we computed the
loading time of those 100 requests to have a higher precision. We
were not able to measure the loading times for 2,000 and 2,000
records so figure 8 shows the average loading time in seconds for
the four pages with the 200 records in the database. Figure 9 shows
the number of unique and duplicate queries for those four pages
before applying our fixes, that are detailed in section 6. Like in Monica, one can see a high percentage of duplicated queries: 30% for
the index page, 98% for the dashboard, 99% for the dashboard components, 50% for the dashboard incidents. The number of queries
increases as the database grows. Our fixes are the most effective for

5.3.3 Attendize.
Using jMeter, we identified four critical pages that were taking a
long time to load in Attendize. Those pages were the following:
(1) Dashboard: homepage of Attendize once the user is logged in.
It offers an overview of the application to its administrators.
(2) Events: lists all the events in the database.
(3) Event Dashboard: the dashboard for a single event.
(4) Event Tickets: shows an overview of the tickets sold and
remaining to be sold.
With jMeter, we have run 100 requests on these two pages for
the three databases, before and after the fix. Then, we computed
the loading time of those 100 requests to have a higher precision.
Figures 10, 11, 12 and 13 show the average loading times for the
four pages measured with jMeter. One can see that the evolution of
the loading times is grows linearly with the growth of the database,
and the fixed version loads faster than the original version, albeit
slightly. Unlike for the other applications, by default, the number
of queries was low and did not increase with the database. Thus,
we have been able to remove some duplicated queries but not as
much as in Monica or Cachet. Figure 14 shows the number of
unique and duplicate queries for those four pages before applying
our fixes, that are detailed in section 6.

6

IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE

This section details how the performance was improved for the
three applications.

6.1

Monica

In Monica, the main issue with the people page was its lack of
pagination. This meant that for a small database, say, 200 contacts,
the page would load quickly displaying all the contacts at once.
On the other hand, with a higher number of contacts, the loading
time would increase linearly with the database growth as more
and more time is needed to render all the contacts. In this case,
the solution is to paginate the results so that the same number of
contacts, say, 30, is always displayed regardless of the database

Figure 8: Average loading time in seconds for the four pages
as measured by jMeter for Cachet
6

size. This way, the loading time of the page remains constant. This
problem was already reported in a ticket [17]. We fixed it in a pull

request [27]. We used the vue-good-table component [25]: it is a
vuejs component that offers a JavaScript data (dynamic) table as
shown in figure 16. We perform the pagination on the backend so
that only 30 results are retrieved for each page through an API as
shown in figure 15. Moreover, the table display is asynchronous,
meaning that the user would not be blocked by a long response
from the backend. In this pull request, 366 lines have been added,
and 118 lines have been removed. For the dashboard, we sent a pull
request [29]. It eager loads the contacts from the reminders table. It
also improves the getRelatedRealContact function and replaces
two independent MySQL queries with a query that uses a subquery.
It also get rids of four duplicate queries performed for every page of
the application by loading the data once and storing it in a variable
that is available everywhere in the application. In this pull request,
68 lines have been added, and 38 lines have been removed.

6.2

Cachet

For Cachet, we removed duplicate queries from the DashboardComposer. In Laravel, a Composer is a component used to share
variables among views [26]. The DashboardComposer was executed
as many times as there were dashboard views rendered, resulting
in five additional queries for each execution when one was enough.
To ensure that it was run only once, we used a singleton [11]. Then,
a setting was systematically retrieved from the database instead of
using the cache system. Finally, the biggest increase in performance
was achieved by eager loading: in IncidentController, eager
loading the user is useful because the dashboard.incident.index
view queries $incident->user twice; in ComponentController,
eager loading the group is useful because it is queried twice per
component. In this pull request, 73 lines have been added, and 15
lines have been removed.

Figure 10: Average loading time in milliseconds for the Attendize organiser dashboard

6.3

Attendize

Figure 11: Average loading time in milliseconds for the Attendize organiser event

In Attendize, we opened a pull request [30] that removes a duplicate query present in the FirstRunMiddleware was eliminated
by assigning the value of the query in a variable that is reused.
Middlewares are classes executed for each request [14], thus this
modification removes an unnecessary query everywhere in the

Figure 12: Average loading time in milliseconds for the Attendize organiser event dashboard

Figure 13: Average loading time in milliseconds for the Attendize organiser event ticket
7

Figure 14: Number of unique and duplicate queries in Attendize depending on the number of records
Figure 17: Pull request to remove duplicate queries in the
dashboard of Monica

Figure 15: New API used by Monica

Figure 18: Pull request to remove duplicate queries of Cachet

page, we eager loaded the Organiser and Currency models from
the Event model so that every subsequent access to these related
models do not trigger a query to the database. In this pull request,
17 lines have been added, and 9 lines have been removed.

7

PERFORMANCE BUG PATTERNS
IDENTIFIED AND THEIR REMEDIES
7.1 Lack of Pagination

Figure 16: New table for the Monica people page

Like in the original paper [31], we found that a major source of
performance issues was due to the lack of pagination. The people
page of Monica is a good example of this: it is not scalable as is since
displaying more than a few hundreds of rows is demanding both
in terms of MySQL queries and web browser resources. Paginating
results is a simple remedy yet a highly efficient one since the number
of results to display does not matter; the loading time remains

application. In the events tickets page, a query runs 2 or 3 times
per event because the function getQuantityReservedAttribute
is called several times and calls the database each time the attribute
is requested. We have created an attribute directly in the Ticket
model, that is set to its value by querying the database once and
that is served directly after that. Finally, for the organizer event
8

Other solutions include putting the results in the attributes of
a class and initializing it to given null value so that we know
when the value should be initialized from the database. After
the initialization, it can be served directly without hitting
the database.
(2) Eager loading the related models is useful when one knows
that for each model found in the database, one of its related
models will be accessed systematically. Indeed, Laravel loads
the related model each time it is accessed. This is the N+1
problem. Thus, eager loading allows the model to be retrieved
once and for all during the initial request [10]. Figure 21
shows how to eager load a model with a query to avoid the
N+1 problem.
Figure 19: Pull request to remove duplicate queries of Attendize
the same. This is even less understandable because Laravel offers
support for pagination out of the box [15]. It is as simple as adding
->paginate(15) to the current query, where 15 is the number of
results we want for a page. Fixes for this include using Laravel’s
pagination feature or using asynchronous components to display
the results (infinite scrolling for example).

7.2

Figure 21: Eager loading the User model

7.3

Duplicate Queries

Database Design Issues

We also found in the three projects under study some performance
issues coming from bad database design. As explicitly recognized
[1] by Monica’s main contributor, we found several issues coming
back frequently among the three projects. Firstly, database sometimes contain redundant fields, such as field surname in contacts
table, which is not needed. Also, another example is the presence of
boolean value indicating if another value, already stored is greater
than 0, such as the number of kids and hasKids in Monica database.
Another bug pattern related to database design could be the naming
convention. Column naming is strange in some places. As an example in Monica, there is a currencies table and there is also in table
gifts a column named valueInDollars. The main contributor
is then explaining that it was just useful at the beginning before
supporting multiple currencies.

Another source for bad performance is duplicate queries. With an
ORM such as Eloquent (but the same could be said for Doctrine or
Propel), it is easy to get results from the database in a few characters:
SomeModel::find(1) where 1 is the identifier of the model you
want to retrieve. Thus, coping and pasting several identical model
retrievals may not seem to be a bad habit. But in the context of
modern web application where databases grow fast, it can quickly
become an issue. To fix duplicate queries, one can use either the
Laravel DebugBar or Laravel Telescope that log the queries. The
DebugBar allows the developer to see the duplicated queries and
their stack trace so that it is easier to track the issue. Once the
problematic query is found, fixes include:
(1) Assigning the result of the query to a variable and accessing
this variable afterwards, instead of performing the same
query several times, as seen in figure 20, that is an excerpt
of our fixes for Attendize.

7.4

ORM API Misuses

ORM API misuses is probably the most impacting problem while
using an ORM framework. We noticed that, most of the time, developers are getting used to some specific queries and do not realize
anymore the impact of each API, in term of number of requests and
performance. An example that occurs really frequently in all the
projects is when developers are calling an API that will extract unneeded data, coming from unneeded fields. We could easily see this
problem with Laravel DebugBar hints system: "Use SELECT * only
if you need all columns from table". This may come from developers
who are not completely aware of the impact of the API, but it can
also come from a bad documentation provided by the ORM framework. Another case that often happens is that developers are trying
to combine multiple API to create the same service as provided by
an other API, then resulting in the extraction of non-optimal code
with unnecessary queries, computations and data.

Figure 20: Assigning the result of the query to a variable
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Our study is strongly related and inspired by the paper [31] that
we studied. Therefore, the related works are pretty much the same.
Empirical studies showed that performance bugs take longer time
to developer to fix than other types of bugs. Also, our study is
targeting performance issues in ORM applications that are mostly
related to how application logic interacts with underlying database
and are very different from those in general purpose applications.
Our study is also related to a previous work [23] from the same
authors of the paper that we replicated. While our paper performs
a comprehensive study on all types of performance issues reported
by developers, this previous work looked into the database performance of ORM applications and discussed how better database
optimization and query translation can improve ORM application
performance. Moreover, we also found other studies [20, 21] focusing on performance issues in other types of softwares. Detecting
and fixing ORM performance anti-patterns require a completely
different set of techniques that understand ORM and underlying
database queries.
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FUTURE WORK

As improvements, our study could go further in the analysis of specific performance problems in ORM applications, such as locating
unneeded column data retrieval, pushing more computation to the
database management system, and query batching. As well as studying and analyzing those problems, some general guidelines could
be extracted so that developers avoid repeating the same errors. We
could think of replicating the study on other Laravel applications,
on other PHP frameworks such as Symfony or CakePHP, or move
to a new ecosystem altogether (Python, JavaScript for example).
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CONCLUSION

Database-backed web applications are widely used and often built
using ORM frameworks. Our study focuses on extracting, fixing and
providing general guidelines from three active open-source projects
based on the Laravel framework and making use of Eloquent. We
found performance issues in the three applications despite their
popularity and maturity. Our fixes were well received by the community ("That is awesome, I love those optimizations" [29], "Thanks
for your help @AdrienPoupa this is pretty impressive." [27]). Apart
from the pagination fix, the changes in terms of lines of code were
small. Thus, we were able to confirm the results found in the original paper [31]. It appears the problems faced in the Ruby on Rails
ecosystem also exist in PHP, at least within the Laravel framework.
After all those experimentations, we noticed that even though ORM
have a lot of advantages, such as making querying the database,
and, overall, coding easier and faster, they bring performance issues
by executing inefficient queries or getting unused data. We were
able to link duplicated queries to lower performance by measuring
the application loading time with jMeter. However, while it is not
systematically the fault of the ORM, often the developers do not
use it optimally.
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